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The Genocide of Christians in the Middle East seen from
Washington
IDC Prompts Hillary Clinton to Use 'G' Word at Townhall in New Hampshire

IDC/ In Defense of Christians (09.01.2016) - On December 31, 2015, In Defense of
Christians (IDC) President Toufic Baaklini made the following statement:
“Yesterday evening at a town hall meeting, IDC New Hampshire supporter Father Andrew
Nelson asked Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, ‘Tonight, with all of us here, will
you join those leaders, faith leaders and secular leaders and political leaders from both
the right and the left, in calling what is happening by its proper name: Genocide?’
“Secretary Clinton responded, ‘I will because we now have enough evidence.’ She added,
‘What is happening is genocide, deliberately aimed at destroying not only the lives but
wiping out the existence of Christians and other religious minorities in the Middle East in
territory controlled by ISIS, and so I agree with you.’"
Marist Poll: Americans Say ISIS is Committing Genocide Against Christians
On December 31, the Knights of Columbus Published a poll which finds that most
Americans say ISIS is committing genocide against Christians:
"By a wide margin, most Americans agree with the presidential candidates of both parties
in calling ISIS' atrocities against Christians in the Middle East "genocide," according to a
KofC-Marist poll conducted this month.
"Hillary Clinton, Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, Jeb Bush, Mike Huckabee and Martin O'Malley
have all called the situation genocide.
"By almost 20 points, 55 percent to 36 percent, Americans agree that this targeting of
Christians and other religious minorities meets the U.N. definition of genocide.
"In addition, nearly 6 in 10 Americans (59 percent), say they have heard "a great deal"
or "a good amount" about the targeting of Christians and other religious minorities in the
region by ISIS."
To read more, click here: http://prn.to/1J5cIHC
IDC Board Members and Chairman Royce Write Letter to Secretary Kerry
IDC Board Members Professor Robert Destro and Dr. Thomas Farr signed an important
left-right, ecumenical coalition letter that was sent on Dec. 4 to U.S. Secretary of State
John Kerry, requesting a meeting to brief him about genocide confronting Iraq and
Syria’s Christian communities. Signatories represented a broad range of distinguished
religious leaders and scholars.
On December 23, Chairman Royce, along with 29 Members of the House of
Representatives, also sent a letter to Secretary Kerry asking that the State Department
acknowledge and respond to the aforementioned letter signed by IDC's Board Members,
and expressing his concern that the administration may exclude Christians from a
potential genocide determination.
In the letter to Secretary Kerry, the members write: "We are gravely concerned by
persistent press reports that the Administration is preparing a genocide finding that
would apply only to Yazidis, and may avoid judgment about whether ISIL is also
committing genocide against Christians and the other minorities it is eliminating. … At the
hands of ISIL, Christians and other minorities have faced mass murder, crucifixions,
sexual slavery, torture, beheadings, the kidnapping of children, and other violence
deliberately calculated to eliminate their communities from the so-called Islamic State."
The signed letter is available here: http://1.usa.gov/1PtKOlh

Statement by the President on Persecuted Christians at Christmas
On December 23, President Obama released the following statement
(http://1.usa.gov/1YDv0kL):
"During this season of Advent, Christians in the United States and around the world are
preparing to celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ. At this time, those of us fortunate
enough to live in countries that honor the birthright of all people to practice their faith
freely give thanks for that blessing. Michelle and I are also ever-mindful that many of
our fellow Christians do not enjoy that right, and hold especially close to our hearts and
minds those who have been driven from their ancient homelands by unspeakable
violence and persecution.
"In some areas of the Middle East where church bells have rung for centuries on
Christmas Day, this year they will be silent; this silence bears tragic witness to the brutal
atrocities committed against these communities by ISIL."
On December 28, IDC Executive Director Kirsten Evans told Newsmax, “In Defense of
Christians is grateful to President Obama for making this year’s annual Christmas
message an opportunity to manifest solidarity with and raise awareness about the
terrible plight of the Christian community under ISIS.”
Senators Introduce Companion Resolution to H. Con. Res. 75
On December 18, Senator Bill Cassidy (R-LA) introduced for himself and Senators Joe
Manchin (D-WV), Marco Rubio (R-FL), Mark Kirk (R-IL), and Roger Wicker (R-MS) a
bipartisan resolution, S. Res. 340, denouncing the genocide against Christians and other
ethnic and religious minorities in Iraq and Syria. Click here to read the Arabic translation
of the resolution by IDC Iraq Adviser Loay Mikhael.
The companion house resolution, H. Con. Res. 75, which was introduced by Rep.
Fortenberry (R-NE) in September, now has 170 co-sponsors.
IDC is working with a broad, bi-partisan coalition of American and international religious
leaders, activists, and scholars in urging the administration to officially recognize the
genocide ISIS has waged against Assyrian Chaldean Syriac Christians, Yezidis, and other
ethnic and religious minorities in Iraq and Syria.
At IDC’s National Leadership Convention in September, more than 120 IDC state chapter
leaders from across America, in an unprecedented show of unified political action on
behalf of the Christians of the Middle East, pressed lawmakers to support H. Con. Res.
75, meeting with over 250 Congressional offices in a day.
Please ask your representative and senators to co-sponsor H. Con. Res. 75 and S. Res.
340 if they have not already! Click here to see if your representative has co-sponsored H.
Con. Res. 75 andhere to see if your senators have co-sponsored S. Res. 340.
United Kingdom Parliamentarians Write to PM Cameron About Christian
Genocide
On December 21, Lord Alton & Rob Flello, MP led a letter signed by more than sixty
parliamentarians from both Houses to PM Cameron calling for the slaughter of Christians
and Yazidis in Syria to be named as a genocide and requesting to meet with the Prime
Minister:

"We write to ask you to meet a delegation of Members from both Houses and all parties
to discuss our profound concern at what is now clearly best described as “genocide”
being perpetrated by Daesh against minority communities including Iraqi and Syrian
Christians, Yazidis and other vulnerable groups.
"There is now clear evidence that this genocide includes assassinations of Church
leaders; mass murders; torture, kidnapping for ransom in the Christian communities of
Iraq and Syria; sexual enslavement and systematic rape of Christian girls and women;
forcible conversions to Islam; destruction of churches, monasteries, cemeteries, and
Christian artifacts; and theft of lands and wealth from Christian clergy and laity alike.
ISIS has made its own public statements taking “credit” for mass murder of Christians,
and expressing its intent to eliminate Christian communities from its “Islamic State”.
To read more, click here: http://bit.ly/1O6sNgk
Parliament of Lithuania Passes Genocide Resolution, European Parliamentarian
Prepares to Introduce Resolution
On December 15, the Parliament of Lithuania passed a resolution by massive majority
calling on the United Nations and the European Parliament to recognize the plight of
Christians in the Middle East - and in particular in Syria, Iraq, Iran and north Africa - as
an act of genocide and to act in accordance with the UN Human Rights Convention.
Lithuania is the first EU country to legally call the persecution of Christians in the Middle
East by Isis and other Muslim organisations genocide.
A European Parliamentarian is also working on a resolution calling on EU members to
recognize that the Islamic State terror group is committing genocide against Christians
and other minorities, and act upon that reality. Lars Adaktusson of the Christian
Democrats party in Sweden wrote (November 30) in an op-ed published by Swedish
newspaper Svenska Dagbladetthat there is clear evidence IS wants to eradicate all
Christians from the territory it has captured across Iraq and Syria.
To read more, click here: http://bit.ly/231GBz4

US Senate Resolution on Genocide in Iraq/ Syria
HRWF (21.12.2015) –
114TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION S. RES. ll
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. CASSIDY submitted the following resolution
Expressing the sense of Congress that the so-called Islamic State in Iraq and alSham (ISIS or Da'esh) is committing genocide, crimes against humanity, and
war crimes, and calling upon the President to work with foreign governments
and the United Nations to provide physical protection for ISIS' targets, to
support the creation of an international criminal tribunal with jurisdiction to
punish these crimes, and to use every reasonable means, including sanctions, to
destroy ISIS and disrupt its support networks.

Whereas communities of Assyrian Chaldean Syriac, Armenian, Evangelical, and Melkite
Christians; Kurds; Yezidis; Shia and Sunni Muslims; Turkmen; Sabea-Mandeans; Kaka‘e;
and Shabaks have been an integral part of the cultural fabric of the Middle East for
millennia;
Whereas Article I of the United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide, signed at Paris December 9, 1948 (in this resolution referred to
as the “Convention”) states that “the contracting parties confirm that genocide, whether
committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which
they undertake to prevent and punish”;
Whereas Article II of the Convention declares, “In the present Convention, genocide
means any of the following acts committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part,
a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) Deliberately
inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction
in whole or in part; (d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”;
Whereas Article III of the Convention affirms, “The following acts shall be punishable: (a)
Genocide; (b) Conspiracy to commit genocide; (c) Direct and public incitement to commit
genocide; (d) Attempt to commit genocide; (e) Complicity in genocide.”;
Whereas section 1091 of title 18, United States Code, declares that “genocide” occurs
when any person “whether in time of peace or in time of war and with the specific intent
to destroy, in whole or in substantial part, a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group as
such (1) kills members of that group; (2) causes serious bodily injury to members of that
group; (3) causes the permanent impairment of the mental faculties of members of the
group through drugs, torture, or similar techniques; (4) subjects the group to conditions
of life that are intended to cause the physical destruction of the group in whole or in
part; (5) imposes measures intended to prevent births within the group; or (6) transfers
by force children of the group to another group”;
Whereas subsection (c) of section 2441 of title 18, United States Code, defines a “war
crime” as conduct “(1) defined as a grave breach in any of the international conventions
signed at Geneva 12 August 1949, or any protocol to such convention to which the
United States is a party; (2) prohibited by Article 23 , 25, 27, or 28 of the Annex to the
Hague Convention IV, Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, signed 18
October 1907; (3) which constitutes a grave breach of common Article 3 [defined in
subsection (d) of such section as torture, cruel or inhuman treatment, performing
biological experiments, murder, mutilation or maiming, intentionally causing serious
bodily injury, rape, sexual assault or abuse, or taking hostages] when committed in the
context of and in association with an armed conflict not of an international character; or
(4) of a person who, in relation to an armed conflict and contrary to the provisions of the
Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps and Other
Devices as amended at Geneva on 3 May 1996 (Protocol II as amended on 3 May 1996),
when the United States is a party to such Protocol, willfully kills or causes serious injury
to civilians”;
Whereas the United States has ratified the United Nations Convention Against
Transnational Organized Crime of 2000, and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, which defines “trafficking in persons”
to mean “the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by
means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of
deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or
receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over

another person, for the purpose of exploitation” and defines exploitation as including, “at
a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or
the removal of organs”;
Whereas section 2331 of title 18, United States Code, defines “international terrorism
activities” as “activities that (A) involve violent acts or acts dangerous to human life that
are a violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State, or that would be
a criminal violation if committed within the jurisdiction of the United States or of any
State; (B) appear to be intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (ii) to
influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the
conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping; and (C)
occur primarily outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United States, or transcend
national boundaries in terms of the means by which they are accomplished, the persons
they appear intended to intimidate or coerce, or the locale in which their perpetrators
operate or seek asylum”;
Whereas section 2332b of title 18, United States Code, defines “terrorism transcending
national boundaries” to include “(A) kill[ings], kidnap[ing]s, maim[ing]s, commit[ing] an
assault resulting in serious bodily injury, or assaults with a dangerous weapon [of or on]
any person within the United States; or (B) creat[ing] a substantial risk of serious bodily
injury to any other person by destroying or damaging any structure, conveyance, or
other real or personal property within the United States or by attempting or conspiring to
destroy or damage any structure, conveyance, or other real or personal property within
the United States; in violation of the laws of any State, or the United States,”;
Whereas the President, with the assistance of the Secretary of State and the Ambassador
at Large for War Crimes Issues, is obligated under section 2113(b) of the ADVANCE
Democracy Act of 2007 (22 U.S.C. 8213(b)) to “collect information regarding incidents
that may constitute crimes against humanity, genocide, slavery, or other violations of
international humanitarian law” and “shall consider what actions can be taken to ensure
that any government of a country or the leaders or senior officials of such government
who are responsible for crimes against humanity, genocide, slavery, or other violations of
international humanitarian law identified [pursuant to such collection of information] are
brought to account for such crimes in an appropriately constituted tribunal”;
Whereas Article I of the Convention and the law of nations confirm that government
authorities are obligated to prevent and punish acts constituting genocide, crimes against
humanity, and war crimes;
Whereas, on July 10, 2015, Pope Francis, Supreme Pontiff of the Catholic Church,
declared that the pattern of crimes committed by ISIS and its affiliates against Christians
are part of a “third world war, waged piecemeal, which we are now experiencing,” and
that “a form of genocide is taking place, and it must end”;
Whereas the 2011 Presidential Study Directive on Mass Atrocities declares, “Preventing
mass atrocities and genocide is a core national security interest and a core moral
responsibility of the United States... [and that] our options are never limited to either
sending in the military or standing by and doing nothing... The actions that can be taken
are many—they range from economic to diplomatic interventions, and from non-combat
military actions to outright intervention.”;
Whereas, on August 7, 2014, President Barak Obama authorized military action to stop
ISIS’ advance in northern Iraq, and “to prevent a potential act of genocide” against
Yazidis stranded on Mount Sinjar;

Whereas, on August 7, 2014, Secretary of State John Kerry, stated that ISIS’ “campaign
of terror against the innocent, including Yezedi and Christian minorities, and its
grotesque and targeted acts of violence bear all the warning signs and hallmarks of
genocide”;
Whereas, on March 27, 2015, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights reported that its mission to Iraq had “gathered reliable information about
acts of violence perpetrated against civilians because of their affiliation or perceived
affiliation to an ethnic or religious group,” that the “[e]thnic and religious groups targeted
by ISIL include Yezidis, Christians, Turkmen, Sabea-Mandeans, Kaka’e, Kurds and Shia,”
and stated, “It is reasonable to conclude, in the light of the information gathered overall,
that some of those incidents may constitute genocide. Other incidents may amount to
crimes against humanity or war crimes.”;
Whereas the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) has
“called on the U.S. government to designate the Christian, Yazidi, Shi’a, Turkmen, and
Shabak communities of Iraq and Syria as victims of genocide by ISIL” and USCIRF
Chairman Robert P. George has observed that “ISIL’s intent to destroy religious groups
that do not subscribe to its extremist ideology in the areas of Iraq and Syria that it
controls, or seeks to control, is evident in, not only its barbarous acts, but also its own
propaganda”; and
Whereas members of the International Association of Genocide Scholars, in their Appeal
to Congress of September 9, 2015, stated, “ISIS’s mass murders of Chaldean, Assyrian,
Melkite Greek, and Coptic Christians, Yazidis, Shi’a Muslims, Sunni Kurds and other
religious groups meet even the strictest definition of genocide.”: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Senate—
(1) finds that ISIS, its affiliated organizations, and supporters are parts of an expanding,
worldwide criminal network, the members of which have pledged allegiance to its
leaders, support its actions, act in concert with them, claim credit for targeted killings,
and are “fully aware that [their] participation” and support will “assist [in] the
commission” of its crimes;
(2) finds that ISIS and its affiliated organizations maintain sophisticated publishing and
social media networks that seek to attract others to join their efforts and seek to incite
the murder of Christians, Shia and Sunni Muslims, Jews, and any religious believers who
refuse to convert to their Wahhabi-Salafist jihadist ideology;
(3) declares that ISIS and its leaders should be charged with genocide, crimes against
humanity, and war crimes;
(4) calls upon on the Attorney General to investigate and prosecute any United States
citizens or residents alleged to be perpetrators of or complicit in these crimes and to
report back to Congress regarding what steps are being taken to investigate and
prosecute those involved;
(5) calls upon the Secretary of the Treasury to investigate and sanction any person,
organization, business, or financial institution alleged to be perpetrators of or complicit in
these crimes, and to report back to Congress regarding what additional authority, if any,
is needed to disrupt ISIS financial support networks;
(6) calls upon the President to authorize the Secretary of State, the Under Secretary of
State for Democracy and Global Affairs, and the Ambassador-at-Large for War Crimes
Issues to cooperate in the collection of forensic evidence of crimes against humanity,
genocide, war crimes, slavery, or other violations of international humanitarian law;

(7) calls on the President, the Secretary of State, and the United States Permanent
Representative to the United Nations, working through the United Nations Security
Council and its member states as appropriate, to accelerate the implementation of an
immediate, coordinated, and sustained response to provide humanitarian assistance,
protect civilians, build resilience, and help reestablish livelihoods for displaced and
persecuted persons in their communities of origin;
(8) calls upon the contracting parties to the United Nations Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, signed at Paris December 9, 1948, and other
international agreements forbidding war crimes and crimes against humanity, to join with
the United States in an effort to investigate, arrest, and prosecute individual and
organizational perpetrators responsible for these crimes;
(9) calls upon the United Nations Secretary-General to urge all United Nations member
states to cooperate in an international effort to investigate, try, and prosecute all cases in
which prosecutors can prove that the accused have committed crimes against humanity,
war crimes, and genocide;
(10) makes an urgent appeal to the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf
to collaborate on the establishment and operation of domestic, regional, and hybrid
international tribunals with jurisdiction to punish the individuals and organizations
responsible for or complicit in actions that constitute war crimes, crimes against
humanity, and genocide; and
(11) commends the Governments of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon,
Turkey, and every other country sheltering and protecting individuals fleeing the violence
of ISIS.
For further information: the resolution can be viewed on www.Congress.gov at:
http://1.usa.gov/1TcEke4
Further Reading:
Isil killings should be recognised as genocide (Telegraph.co.uk)
Politicians call on PM to act on Islamic State's "genocide" against Christians
(Premier.org.uk)
Minority killings by IS should be recognised as Genocide (Anglicanmainstream.org)
Prime Minister must act on “genocide” in Middle East (thecatholicuniverse.com)
MPs put pressure on David Cameron to recognise Christian 'genocide' in the Middle East
(thetablet.co.uk)
David Cameron urged to recognise ISIS slaughter of Christians as genocide (The Catholic
Herald)

Letter to David Cameron: Genocide perpetrated by
Daesh/ISIS against minorities
HRWF (21.12.2015) -

Christians press to call ISIL violence 'genocide'
The State Department should use the label for Christians as well as Yazidis,
church leaders say.
Politico (9.12.2015) - http://politi.co/1Z0EjNS - Christian leaders are pressing the
Obama administration to declare that the Islamic State is committing genocide against
Christians, a designation that could increase pressure on the president to take action to
protect victims of the terrorist group.
The State Department has spent months debating whether to label the Islamic State’s
murderous rampage against members of a different religious minority, the Yazidis, a
"genocide," a designation that carries legal, political and historical implications and which
the U.S. has rarely invoked. But now, with a decision expected soon, the administration
faces growing pressure to include Iraqi and Syrian Christians under that same heavy
label.
GOP Sen. Ted Cruz of Texas, a 2016 presidential candidate, has raised the plight of the
Christians on the campaign trail, saying they are facing a genocide at the hands of the
Islamic State and should get preference in being admitted to the United States.
Around 30 Christian and other leaders, including Cardinal Donald Wuerl, the archbishop
of Washington, D.C., wrote to Secretary of State John Kerry last week to request a
meeting to make the case that Christians in territory controlled by the Islamic State, also
known as ISIS or ISIL, face genocide. One signatory, Knights of Columbus Supreme
Knight Carl Anderson, testified on the issue Wednesday before a House panel.
The letter writers said they agree wholeheartedly that the Yazidis, who have faced
everything from death to enslavement at the hands of the Islamic State, are victims of
genocide. Their argument, however, is that the suffering of Christians rises to the same
level, surpassing other labels the U.S. has tended to use such as "ethnic cleansing" or
"crimes against humanity."
"The world recoiled when it learned that ISIS jihadis had stamped Christian homes in
Mosul (a city in Iraq) with the red letter ‘N’ for ‘Nazarene’ in summer 2014, but the
elimination of Christians in other towns and cities in Iraq and Syria began long
beforehand,” the letter states. “ISIS’ genocidal campaign against Christians continues
today, with hundreds of Christians remaining in ISIS captivity, and with summary
executions, including by beheadings and crucifixions, occurring as recently as only a few
months ago."
The call to designate Christians victims of genocide will likely draw plenty of sympathy in
Congress. A bipartisan group of lawmakers in the House, led by Reps. Jeff Fortenberry
(R-Neb.) and Anna G. Eshoo (D-Calif.), introduced a resolution in September calling the
attacks on Christians and other groups in Islamic State-controlled territory a genocide.
The resolution has more than 150 co-sponsors.
While labels such as "ethnic cleansing" and "crimes against humanity" all carry significant
weight, "genocide" occupies a special status in the international lexicon. Because of
various international treaties that America is party to, determining that a mass killing is a
"genocide" could place a legal obligation on the U.S. to intervene. Members of groups
deemed at risk for genocide may have an easier time being recognized as refugees, and
in general the term ups the pressure on the international community to respond and the
perpetrator to stop his actions. Legal phrases such as "specific intent" to destroy a group
"in whole or in part" are often parsed carefully to see if a particular mass murder falls
under the "genocide" label.

The State Department has been tight-lipped about the process involved in the genocide
determination, and officials on Wednesday gave no time-frame for when a decision will
come down or what it will be. However, past reports have indicated that the
administration is leaning toward declaring that the Yazidis face genocide, while reserving
judgment on the status of Christians as well as other religious minorities targeted by the
ISIL.
Their decision could factor in the findings of a report by the U.S. Holocaust Memorial
Museum that detailed atrocities facing religious minorities under the rule of the ISIL,
whose jihadists follow an extreme form of Sunni Islam.
The report focused in particular on events in Ninewa province in Iraq between June and
August 2014, and it determined that the Islamic State had "perpetrated crimes against
humanity, ethnic cleansing, and war crimes against Christian, Yazidi, Turkmen, Shabak,
Sabaean-Mandaean, and Kaka’i people" in that area. In addition, the report stated: "We
believe IS has been and is perpetrating genocide against the Yazidi people," whose
4,000-year old faith incorporates elements of Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity and
Islam.
The U.S. has a record of trying to avoid using the term genocide, in part, some critics
believe, so it does not find itself pressured to intervene in what are often fast-moving,
dangerous circumstances. Determinations of genocide by the U.S. have at times come
years after the killings.
Even as the Rwandan genocide was happening in 1994, U.S. officials avoided the term,
out of fear by government lawyers that — according to a then-secret memo — it would
commit the Clinton administration to "actually 'do something.'" Some 800,000 people
died that year in the African country, most of them members of the Tutsi ethnic minority
killed by the Hutu majority.
And when then-Secretary of State Colin Powell called the relentless killings in the Darfur
region of Sudan a genocide in 2004, it drew plaudits and concern from the international
community. It was later revealed that Powell's aides had determined that using the term
"would have no immediate legal—as opposed to moral, political or policy—consequences
for the United States."
Because the U.S. is leading a coalition aimed at fighting the Islamic State, and because
the U.S. and its allies already have in the past intervened to save the Yazidis and others
from direct onslaught — most notably during the siege of Mt. Sinjar — a designation of
genocide is unlikely to see any additional U.S. military action as a direct result, although
for historical and moral reasons, it would strike a chord.
Some could argue that the case of Christians in Iraq and Syria does not fall under the
definition of genocide because Christians are given options under which they can stay
alive. They can convert to Islam, for example, or pay a special tax to the Islamic State,
to be allowed to stay under the terrorist group's rule. Unlike the Yazidis, who are often
perceived by their enemies as devil-worshippers, Christians and Jews are considered
"People of the Book" (the Quran) and thus subject to certain protections under Islamic
law.
But the religious leaders who wrote to Kerry insist that in reality, Christians are nowhere
near protected.
"We have extensive files supporting a finding that ISIS’ treatment of Iraqi and Syrian
Christians, as well as Yazidis and other vulnerable minorities, meets this definition (of
genocide)," the letter states. "They include evidence of ISIS assassinations of Church
leaders; mass murders; torture; kidnapping for ransom in the Christian communities of

Iraq and Syria; its sexual enslavement and systematic rape of Christian girls and women;
its practices of forcible conversions to Islam; its destruction of churches, monasteries,
cemeteries, and Christian artifacts; and its theft of lands and wealth from Christian clergy
and laity alike. We will also present ISIS’ own, public statements taking 'credit' for mass
murder of Christians, and expressing its intent to eliminate Christian communities from
its 'Islamic State.'"

ISIS release 25 Assyrian hostages

Assyrian International News Agency (09.12.2015) - http://bit.ly/1NOjsFt - The 25
Assyrian hostages released by ISIS on December 9.
ISIS today released 25 Assyrians (*) that it captured on February 23 when it attacked
the 35 Assyrian villages on the Khabur river in the Hasaka province. ISIS captured 253 in
the initial attack and drove 3,000 Assyrians from their villages. Most have not returned.
Al of the hostages are men, two of them boys aged 7 and 9. The hostages are in good
health. They arrived in Tel Tamer in the morning.
ISIS executed three of the hostages on September 23. The number of Assyrians from
Khabur still being held is now 130. ISIS is also holding 185 Assyrians it captured in
Qaryatain.
ISIS has released Assyrians from Khabur on the following dates:










December 9: 25 released
November 24: 10 released
November 7: 37 released
August 11: 22 released
June 16: Francois Sawa released
May 26: two elderly women released, Ramziyya Rehana (80) from Tel Jazira and
Yoniyya Kanoon (70) from Tel Shamiran
March 3: Two Assyrians from Tel Shamiram were released, Yatroun Marko and his
wife Wardiyya Yonan. Two Assyrians from Tel Goran were released, 6 year-old
Mariana Mirza and her father's aunt, Bobo Mirza.
March 1: 19 Assyrians Released, all from the village of Tel Goran

See the list of attacks against the Assyrians in 2015 and before a http://bit.ly/1OSPUf8
(*) The Assyrians are Christians affiliated to various denominations.

USCIRF statement on the designation of victims of
genocide, persecution, and crimes against humanity in
Syria and Iraq
USCIRF (7.12.2015) - The U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF)
today issued the following statement:
USCIRF calls on the U.S. government to designate the Christian, Yazidi, Shi’a,
Turkmen, and Shabak communities of Iraq and Syria as victims of genocide by
ISIL. USCIRF also urges American and other world leaders to condemn the
genocidal actions and crimes against humanity of ISIL that have been directed
at these groups and other ethnic and religious groups. USCIRF further urges a
firm condemnation of the brutal persecution of, and crimes against humanity
committed against, Sunni Muslims by the Assad regime in Syria and by ISIL in
the case of Sunni Muslims who refuse to embrace their extremist ideology.
USCIRF also encourages continued and robust efforts by the U.S. and
international community to bear witness to these crimes and make additional
designations of genocide and crimes against humanity, whether those are
committed by ISIL, the Assad regime, or others, as appropriate.
USCIRF recommended in its 2015 Annual Report that the U.S. government should
support a referral by the UN Security Council to the International Criminal Court to
investigate ISIL’s atrocities against religious groups in both Iraq and Syria. USCIRF also
noted in its 2015 Report that the al-Assad regime systemically has targeted and
massacred Sunni Muslims, thereby creating the environment in which ISIL could rise and
spread, threatening the entire region and all religious communities that reject its violent
religious ideology, with the smallest religious minority communities facing an existential
threat.
“The hallmark of genocide is the intent to destroy a national, racial, ethnic, or
religious group, in whole or in part. ISIL’s intent to destroy religious groups
that do not subscribe to its extremist ideology in the areas in Iraq and Syria
that it controls, or seeks to control, is evident in, not only its barbarous acts,
but also its own propaganda,” said USCIRF Chairman Robert P. George. “The alAssad regime also must be held to account for its targeting primarily of Sunni
Muslims and the crimes against humanity that it is committing.”

For more information, please see USCIRF’s chapters in the 2015 Annual Report on Iraq
and Syria.
To interview a USCIRF Commissioner, please contact USCIRF at media@uscirf.gov or
202-786-0613.

Kirsten Powers: John Kerry should recognize Christian
genocide
Secretary of State should call what ISIL is committing by its true name.
USA Today (7.12.2015) - http://www.usatoday.com/opinion/ - In October, Islamic State
militants in Syria demanded that two Christian women and six men convert to Islam.
When they refused, the women were publicly raped and then beheaded along with the
men. On the same day, militants cut off the fingertips of a 12-year-old boy in an attempt
to force his Christian father to convert. When his father refused, they were brutalized and
then crucified.
This has become the plight of Christians in the Middle East at the hands of the Islamic
State terrorist group, also known as ISIL or ISIS. Beheadings, crucifixions and
enslavement are visited on those who won't renounce their religious beliefs. The lucky
ones are murdered in more mundane ways or driven from their homes with nothing but
the clothes on their backs.
This year, we’ve seen a Newsweek cover exclaiming, “The New Exodus: Christians Flee
ISIS in the Middle East,” and a New York Times piece asking, “Is This the End of
Christianity in the Middle East?” The progressive Center for American Progress noted in a
March report, “Some of the oldest Christian communities in the world are disappearing in
the very lands where their faith was born and first took root.”
One of the authors of that report, Brian Katulis, has joined forces with a diverse group of
Christian leaders to urge the State Department to recognize what everyone else seems to
see: There is an ongoing genocide against Middle Eastern Christians at the hands of
radical jihadists.
In a letter sent to the State Department on Friday, a wide range of leaders — including
the archbishop of Washington, Cardinal Donald Wuerl, and the Rev. Samuel Rodriguez of
the National Hispanic Christian Leadership Conference — requested a meeting with
Secretary of State John Kerry to make this case. (They've received no response.) The
matter is urgent as the State Department is reportedly poised to designate ISIL’s attacks
on the Yazidi people of Iraq as a genocide.
There is no question that the Yazidis — who practice an ancient religion that includes
elements of Islam and Christianity — deserve the designation. But so do Christians, along
with other minority religious groups in the Middle East. A 2014 United Nations resolution
noted that while many members of religious and ethnic minorities are suffering at the
hands of ISIL, Christians and Yazidis deserved special mention.
Indeed, ISIL warned Christians in a video, “You will not have safety, even in your
dreams, until you embrace Islam.” Its militants or their affiliates have murdered or
claimed credit for killing Christians in Syria, Nigeria, Iraq and Libya.
Invoking the “g word” to recognize this fact is not just a matter of semantics. “Groups
that have been designated as genocide victims are much more likely to receive military
protection, including arming and training their militias for self-defense, which is always

the best defense against genocide,” Gregory Stanton, the former president of the
International Association of Genocide Scholars, told me. “Members of such groups are
also much more likely to receive preferential treatment as bona fide refugees under the
U.N. convention and protocols on the status of refugees.”
The State Department’s disinterest in including Christians in its potential genocide
designation appears to rely on a recent Holocaust Memorial Museum report asserting
that, unlike Yazidis, Christians are not suffering from genocidal attacks because ISIL
gives them the “option of paying the jizya (tax) to avoid conversion or death” because
they, like Jews, are “people of the book.”
Unfortunately, this does not reflect reality. The Hudson Institute’s Nina Shea — a
renowned religious persecution expert — explained to me: “In most examples, there is
no jizya option (for Christians) and, when there is, the ISIL tax is so ruinous that
eventually a family’s property and even children are taken and all are forced to convert
to Islam or killed.”
ISIL doesn’t want to co-exist with Middle Eastern Christians. It wants to eliminate them.
Let’s stop pretending otherwise and call this what it is: a genocide.

Letter to John Kerry re: Middle Eastern genocide
declaration
KCOF.org (4.12.2015) - http://bit.ly/1RGb00P Dear Mr. Secretary,
We write as American citizens concerned about the vulnerable Christian and Yazidi
minorities of Iraq and Syria who are being targeted for eradication in their ancient
homelands solely because of their religious beliefs. We respectfully request, on an urgent
basis, a meeting with a small delegation who can brief you on the continuing religious
genocide confronting both these peoples.
We recently learned that a State Department finding is imminent that ISIS is committing
genocide against the Yazidis. We would wholeheartedly endorse that finding, but we are
deeply troubled by the prospect that the Department’s statement will either omit or
reserve judgment on whether ISIS is committing genocide against Christians.
Two reasons have been given for excluding Christians from the State Department’s
findings.
•

First, we understand that the Department’s statement will be based on a limited
review of ISIS’ actions in Nineveh, Iraq, since the summer of 2014, and that the
Department lacks sufficient information about the experience of the Christian
communities in Nineveh during that time to conclude that genocide took place.
While your office on International Religious Freedom has requested that we
provide additional information, it indicated that the final determination of when
(or whether) a genocide declaration will be issued concerning Christians will be
made at higher levels. We would like the opportunity to explain why the
Department’s geographic and temporal focus is too narrow, and to present the
available evidence of ongoing genocidal acts against Christians in Syria and Iraq
at a level where it can be considered before a finding is made.

•

Second, a press report by Michael Isikoff indicates that one rationale for excluding
Christians is that, unlike Yazidis, ISIS gives Christians a “choice”: They can

convert to Islam, pay an Islamic tax (jizya), or be killed, enslaved, tortured, or
held hostage. The implication is that ISIS abides by traditional Islamic Sharia,
under which other “People of the Book” (Christians and Jews) pay a tax in
exchange for protection by their Muslim rulers. We would like the opportunity to
explain why this is emphatically not the case.
The Genocide Convention defines genocide as killing and certain other acts “committed
with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group.”
We have extensive files supporting a finding that ISIS’ treatment of Iraqi and Syrian
Christians, as well as Yazidis and other vulnerable minorities, meets this definition. They
include evidence of ISIS assassinations of Church leaders; mass murders; torture,
kidnapping for ransom in the Christian communities of Iraq and Syria; its sexual
enslavement and systematic rape of Christian girls and women; its practices of forcible
conversions to Islam; its destruction of churches, monasteries, cemeteries, and Christian
artifacts; and its theft of lands and wealth from Christian clergy and laity alike. We will
also present ISIS’ own, public statements taking “credit” for mass murder of Christians,
and expressing its intent to eliminate Christian communities from its “Islamic State”.
The world recoiled when it learned that ISIS jihadis had stamped Christian homes in
Mosul with the red letter “N” for “Nazarene” in summer 2014, but the elimination of
Christians in other towns and cities in Iraq and Syria began long beforehand. ISIS
genocidal campaign against Christians continues today, with hundreds of Christians
remaining in ISIS captivity, and with summary executions, including by beheadings and
crucifixions, occurring as recently as only a few months ago.
Pope Francis has called ISIS’ crimes against Christians by their proper name: “genocide.”
The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops and Christian leaders in the Middle East have
done so as well. We agree, and are hopeful that, once you have seen the evidence, you
will too.
The United States is rightly viewed the world’s leading defender of vulnerable minorities,
and as an historic safe-haven for those fleeing religious persecution. A declaration of
genocide by the State Department is thus a unique opportunity to bring America’s
religious communities together to pursue the truth, to support the victims, and to bear
witness to the noble principle of “Never Again.”
It is, therefore, critically important that the State Department consider the best available
evidence before making any official pronouncement that rejects allegations that Christian
are, along with Yazidis, targets of ongoing genocidal acts.
We respectfully request that you meet personally at your earliest convenience with a
small delegation drawn from those who have signed this letter. We have included point of
contact information in a separate attachment.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Carl Anderson
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Assyrian organizations issue joint statement on human
rights violations in North-East Syria
Assyrian International News Agency (10.11.2015) - Six Assyrian organizations have
issued a statement addressing the human rights violations occurring in areas controlled
by the PYD Kurdish party in Syria (AINA 2015-11-02). The statement focuses on three
areas of concern: illegal seizure of property, forced conscription and threats, pressure
and targeted killings. The statement was signed by Assyrian organizations from
Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Australia, The united Kingdom and the United States.
Here is the full statement:
We, the undersigned organizations, have received information from locals and
community leaders in north-east Syria informing us of systematic human rights violations
directed against vulnerable communities.
The area in question is under the self-proclaimed rule of the Syrian Kurdish political party
Partiya Yekitiya Demokrat (PYD) and is under the military control of its armed wing, the
YPG.
These human rights violations are primarily directed at those communities, groups and
parties that have not fully embraced PYD rule. They have taken a disproportionate toll on
the Assyrian people.
The systematic violations are multifaceted in their nature. We chose to focus on three
key issues in this statement.

Illegal seizure of property
The self-proclaimed autonomous administration controlled by the PYD issued a decree on
15 September announcing its intention to seize the property and belongings of persons
who are no longer in the area it controls. If implemented, this decision will affect
Assyrians and other minority groups severely. The arbitrary confiscation of property runs
contrary to the same international human rights standards that the self-proclaimed
administration has staked its reputation on upholding.
Forced enlistment in armed forces
The self-proclaimed administration has on several occasions directed its armed forces to
forcibly conscript members of the Assyrian community for military service in the YPG.
This has caused many young Assyrian men to flee the area, further draining the human
resources of this beleaguered community and creating fear and suspicion.
Threats, pressure and targeted killings
Threats and pressure are also directed towards minority institutions and leaders who
refuse to submit to the will of the self-proclaimed autonomous administration. The
attempt by Assyrians to organize their own security to provide for the needs of their
community following the withdrawal of government forces from Khabur has been met
with pressure and even hostility, attested to by various eye-witness accounts, by the PYD
and YPG. David Jindo, commander of a local Assyrian self-defence force in the Khabur
area, was killed by assailants known to be members of the YPG militia on 22 April of this
year, and his colleague Elias Nasser was badly injured and left for dead in the same
attack.
Our concerns have been relayed to representatives of the PYD on several occasions, most
notably during a meeting held in Brussels on July 28 between our representatives and
PYD representatives, including Saleh Muslim, the co-chair of the PYD.
It is with great sorrow and anxiety that we witness the PYD's aggressive policies towards
Assyrians and other minorities, especially given the lofty ideals that accompanied the
declaration of the self-proclaimed autonomous administration by the PYD in late 2013.
Prominent among these ideals was the granting of not merely religious but ethnic rights,
an aversion to tyranny and coercive centralized authority, and an emphatically expressed
belief that communities should be allowed to develop their own administrations in line
with their own needs. These principles were intended to justify the consolidation of
Kurdish dominion in Hasaka and convince non-Kurdish communities of the democratic
nature of the PYD.
We denounce the continued attempts of the PYD to divide and rule the Assyrians in Syria.
By financing and propping up certain individuals and groups like the Assyrian SUP party
and its armed wing the MFS, the PYD attempts to give the impression to the world that it
has established good relations with all of the Assyrians in the areas it controls, and not
merely with the political and military groups directly under its control. Events and
testimony have made it clear that the picture is significantly more complicated.
Criticism of the actions of the PYD has come not only from Assyrian organizations and
other groups focused on the Middle East, but also from respected international NGOs
such as Human Rights Watch and, most recently, Amnesty International.
We call on the international community, leaders, journalists and human rights
organizations to hold the PYD to account for its actions. In particular, we call upon the
government of the United States of America, as the main supporter of the PYD, to look

into the treatment of Assyrians and other vulnerable populations by its partner on the
ground.
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PYD has gained some international attention in its fight against ISIS, a fight which
Assyrian fighters have joined, but it has been accused by Human Rights Watch of
massive violations of human rights, extending to forced evictions and the destruction of
homes and property of non-Kurdish populations in regions under its control.

ISIS released 37 Assyrian hostages
Assyrian International News Agency (07.11.2015) - http://bit.ly/1MGEO7d - ISIS today
released 37 Assyrians that it captured on February 23 when it attacked the 35 Assyrian
villages on the Khabur river in the Hasaka province. ISIS captured 253 in the initial
attack and drove 3,000 Assyrians from their villages. Most have not returned.
The 37 Assyrians who were released, 27 women, are all adults; most were from the
villages of Tal Shamiram and Tal Jazira. They arrived safely in the town of Tel Tamar.
The number of Assyrians from Khabur still being held is now 168. ISIS is also holding
185 Assyrians it captured in Qaryatain.
ISIS has released Assyrians from Khabur on the following dates:
•
•
•
•

November 7: 37 released
August 11: 22 released
June 16: Francois Sawa released
May 26: two elderly women released, Ramziyya Rehana (80) from Tel Jazira and
Yoniyya Kanoon (70) from Tel Shamiran
• March 3: Two Assyrians from Tel Shamiram were released, Yatroun Marko and his wife
Wardiyya Yonan. Two Assyrians from Tel Goran were released, 6 year-old Mariana
Mirza and her father's aunt, Bobo Mirza.
• March 1: 19 Assyrians Released, all from the village of Tel Goran
Negotiations to release the captives have been ongoing between the Assyrian Church of
the East and ISIS, who have demanded $100,000 for each hostage. According to
observers, negotiations are ongoing for the release of the remaining hostages.
Some information for this report was obtained from AssyriaTV.

The State Department turns its back on Syrian Christians
and other non-Muslim refugees
National Review (2.11.2015) - http://bit.ly/1McSSsY - Over the past five years of Syria’s
civil war, the United States has admitted a grand total of 53 Syrian Christian refugees, a
lone Yazidi, and fewer than ten Druze, Bahá’ís, and Zoroastrians combined. That so few
of the Syrian refugees coming here are non-Muslim minorities is due to American reliance

on a United Nations refugee-resettlement program that disproportionately excludes
them. Past absolute totals of Syrian refugees to the U.S. under this program were small,
but as the Obama administration now ramps up refugee quotas by tens of thousands, it
would be unconscionable to continue with a process that has consistently forsaken some
of the most defenseless and egregiously persecuted of those fleeing Syria.
The gross underrepresentation of the non-Muslim communities in the numbers of Syrian
refugees into the U.S. is reflected year after year in the State Department’s public
records. They show, for example, that while Syria’s largest non-Muslim group —
Christians of the various Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant traditions — constituted 10
percent of Syria’s population before the war, they are only 2.6 percent of the 2,003
Syrian refugees that the United States has accepted since then. Syria’s Christian
population, which before the war numbered 2 million, has since 2011 been decimated in
what Pope Francis described as religious “genocide.” Tens of thousands of Aleppo’s
160,000 Christians alone have fled, many to Lebanon, after 1,000 of their community,
including two Orthodox bishops, were abducted and murdered, according to Melkite
Catholic archbishop Jean-Clement Jeanbart. In Khabour valley, an Assyrian bishop is
frantically trying to raise ransom for 200 hostages whom ISIS threatens to kill, while
many others of his diocese have fled to Turkey. Thousands of Yazidis, who numbered
80,000, have left after many of their girls and women were enslaved by ISIS in Raqqa.
In Homs, Hassake, and elsewhere, the non-Muslim minorities face, in addition to Assad’s
barrel bombs and war’s deprivations, targeted execution, rape, kidnapping, and forced
conversion to Islam, prompting their exodus.
Clearly, far more than a few dozen members of Syria’s religious minorities should qualify
as refugees under the legal definition of a refugee as someone with a “well-founded fear
of persecution based on religion.” And genocidal levels of religious persecution should be
given weight in the U.N.’s calculation of “specific need”; they warrant the selection of
religious minorities for resettlement, along with the Muslims among Syria’s 4 million
refugees.
nstead, minorities have difficulty getting to step one in the U.N. process. The religious
terror that drove them from Syria blocks their registering. The Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is largely limited to collecting refugee
applications and making resettlement referrals from its own camps and centers — the
burden of feeding creates strong incentives for this practice. In an e-mail to me, Knox
Thames, the State Department’s new special adviser for religious minorities, wrote that
“many minorities have not entered the UN system because they are urban refugees.”
That is, because they live far from the remote U.N. camps and aid centers, they lack the
information and access to register. And, as is widely known, many non-Muslim refugees
try hard to avoid these camps.
Like Iraqi Christians who opt for church-run camps over better-serviced U.N. ones,
Syrian minorities fear hostility from majority groups inside the latter. According to British
media, a terrorist defector asserted that militants enter U.N. camps to assassinate and
kidnap Christians. An American Christian aid group reported that the U.N. camps are
“dangerous” places where ISIS, militias, and gangs traffic in women and threaten men
who refuse to swear allegiance to the caliphate. Such intimidation is also reportedly
evident in migrant camps in Europe, leading the German police union to recommend
separate shelters for Christian and Muslim migrant groups.
At a discussion of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom on October
27, I directly questioned U.N. High Commissioner António Guterres, an otherwise ardent
advocate of diversity, about the short shrift that his office has given all Syria’s nonMuslim minority communities. His rambling reply failed to reassure. He said that, while
some individuals should be resettled, as a Catholic he felt that Christians should not
leave, because they’re part of the “DNA of the Middle East”; moreover, he said,

Lebanon’s former president asked him not to resettle the Christians. Was he revealing a
policy of religious bias and unlawful geo-political calculations for U.N. refugee
determinations? Or was his sentiment a smokescreen behind which he was trying to flick
off an issue he regarded as insignificant?
Other Western countries, the main recipients of Syrian refugees, confront similar
problems. In Britain, the House of Lords debated the issue, with Lord David Alton and
Baroness Cox noting that many Christian refugees will “not be included in the [U.N.]
camp referrals” because they have had to leave the camps after “cruelties inflicted upon
them” there. In Canada, prime minister–designate Justin Trudeau has pledged to resettle
25,000 Syrian refugees, and Sarhad Jammo, the Chaldean Catholic bishop of the
Western United States, is leading a campaign to implore that Christians be included.
The abandonment of Syria’s minority refugees has yet to stir Washington. The
administration denies that it discriminates against them and, moreover, asserts that it
gives them priority. “Due to the unique needs of vulnerable religious minority
communities, the State Department has prioritized the resettlement of Syrian Christian
refugees and other religious minorities fleeing the conflict,” wrote special adviser
Thames. But that policy is meaningless if the State Department relies on an indifferent
UNHCR process that functionally excludes them. According to a recent UNHCR posting,
19,000 Syrians picked straight from “refugee camps in Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan”
have received U.N. approval and are awaiting resettlement in the U.S. In October,
President Obama ordered their expedited admission. Without further action, however,
only token numbers of non-Muslim minorities will be among those rescued. George
Carey, former archbishop of Canterbury, called it right about the Christian refugees, and
his words equally apply to Syria’s other non-Muslim communities: They are being “left at
the bottom of the heap.”

ISIS executes three Assyrians

Three Assyrians, Dr. Audisho Enwiya, Ashur Abraham and Basam Michael, were executed
by ISIS on September 23.
AINA (08.10.2015) - The execution was carried out in the morning of September 23,
which was the day Muslims commemorated the "Festival of the Sacrifice" (eid al-Adha).
It is not known why ISIS waited two weeks to release the video.

The three Assyrians, wearing orange jumpsuits and kneeling, were killed by gunshots to
the back of their heads. They were identified as Dr. Audisho Enwiya and Ashur Abraham
from the village of Tel Jazira, and Basam Michael from the village of Tel Shamiram.
The three Assyrians were part of the group of 253 Assyrian that were abducted by ISIS
on February 23, when it overran the 35 Assyrian villages on the Khabur river in the
Hasaka province. ISIS subsequently released 48 of the hostages. With the death of these
three, the number of Khabur Assyrians being held by ISIS is now 202.
In a video, ISIS said that if ransom for the remaining Assyrians is not payed, they would
be executed as well. ISIS has demanded $50,000 for each hostage, totaling over 10
million dollars.
The video first shows three Assyrians, each of whom states his name and his village.
These three are executed. The video then shows three other Assyrians on their knees
behind the bodies of the three dead Assyrians. The three Assyrians state their name and
village and one says "Our fate is the same as these [pointing at the 3 dead Assyrians
lying in front of him] if you do not take proper procedure for our release."
Here are the statements of all six Assyrians:
First group:
1. I am Assyrian Christian Ashur Abraham from the village of Tel Tamar, Jazira
2. I am Assyrian Christian Basam Essa Michael born in 1976 from the village of Tel
Shamiram, Tel Tamar
3. I am Assyrian Christian Abdulmasih Enwiya born in 1997 from the village of Jazira
district of Tel Tamar.
Second group:
1. I am Assyrian Christian Zaya George Elia, born in 1988 from the village of
Shameran District of Tel Tamar.
2. I am Assyrian Christian William Youhana Melham District of Tel Tamar, village of
Tel Shameran born in 1964.
3. I am Assyrian Christian Marden Tamraz Tamraz born in 1966 village of Tel Jazira.
We are here and there are dozens of us. Our fate is the same as these [pointing
at the 3 dead Assyrians lying in front of him] if you do not take proper procedure
for our release, we realize the inevitable fate.
On August 7 ISIS captured the town of Qaryatain and captured 250 Assyrians. It
subsequently released 15 of them.
Call for help from the Assyrian Democratic Party for 182 Assyrian Christian
hostages
Yesterday, Human Rights Without Frontiers received a call for help addressed to the
international community from the Assyrian Democratic Party:
“Over 233 Assyrians were seized on 23 February 2015, from the villages of Tal-Hormez,
Tal Gwran, Qaber-Shameh, Tal-Fieda, Tal-Shameran, and Tal-Jazera in Al-Hasaka
Province. Following intervention by Arab tribesmen from south of the Alkhabour River in
Al-Hasaka Province, the IS demanded about $100,000 for each kidnapped Christian, or
about $23,000,000 in total. The Islamic State has demanded an unreasonable ransom,
providing an excuse not to negotiate further. Of the 207 Assyrians in captivity, 83 are
men, 87 are women and 37 are children. They are held in the community of Al-Shadade,
Al-Hakasa Province. IS set 22 hostages free so the number of the abducted people
become 185.

On 15.07.2015 IS published a video of some abducted Assyrians and those people asking
for the help of all human rights organizations to interfere and release them
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnxgsbOH8po&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop .
We as Assyrian Democratic Party sent this video with a letter to UN, European parliament
and some of the European countries without any response.
With the new crime perpetrated by IS - the killing of the 3 persons from Tal-Shameran
and Tal-Jazera villages - the number of hostages is now 182 (…)
We kindly ask you and all organizations who care about human rights to help us to avoid
that may women, children and men are killed by IS.
- Damas Isho, Assyrian Democratic Party, Europe Branch”

Islamic State in Syria demolishes ancient Mar Elian
monastery
BBC News (21.08.2015) - http://wwrn.org/articles/44883/ - Islamic State (IS) militants
have demolished the ancient Christian monastery of Mar Elian in the central Syrian town
of al-Qaryatain.
The militants have also moved Christians taken captive in the town to their stronghold of
Raqqa, according to a UK-based monitoring group.
IS captured al-Qaryatain from government forces some two weeks ago.
Photos showed the group bulldozing parts of the monastery, which was founded more
than 1,500 years ago.
IS also transferred more than 100 captives to Raqqa, according to the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR).
But the group says the fate of 230 people kidnapped after al-Qaryatain's capture remains
unclear, including Jacques Mourad, a prominent local priest who had been working at the
Mar Elian monastery.
IS regards Christians as infidels. The threat of violence and persecution from the
militants has forced many Christian communities from their homes in Syria and northern
Iraq.
Al-Qaryatain was captured in the militants' first major offensive since May, when they
seized the historic town of Palmyra, famed for its Roman-style ruins.
More than 230,000 Syrians have died in the civil war, which began after anti-government
protests in March 2011.
Rebel groups that originally fought against the government of President Bashar al-Assad
have also been battling each other in an increasingly complex and bloody conflict.
Golan strikes
In a separate development, at least five people have died in an Israeli strike on a Syrianheld section of the Golan Heights.

Israel has carried out a series of raid in the area, which lies in south-western Syria, after
rockets fired from Syria struck its territory on Thursday. The rockets set fire to scrubland
but did not cause any casualties.
Israel's military has accused Palestinian militants from the Islamic Jihad group of firing
the rockets, who Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Iran had given "sponsorship
and instruction" to.
While the Israelis said five or six militants were killed, a Syrian army source, quoted on
Syrian state TV, said the strike killed five civilians.
One Syrian soldier was earlier reported killed in an Israeli strike on military positions in
the Syrian-held section of the Golan Heights.
Israel seized most of the Golan Heights from Syria in the closing stages of the 1967 SixDay War.

Jihadists release Syrian priest, 22 elderly Assyrians
World Watch Monitor (19.08.2015) –
https://www.worldwatchmonitor.org/2015/08/3975611/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_
medium=email&utm_content=Jihadists+release+Syrian+priest%2C+22+elderly+Assyria
ns&utm_campaign=Jihadists+release+Syrian+priest%2C+22+elderly+Assyrians – Five
weeks after Fr. Antoine Boutros and his driver were kidnapped on their way to Sunday
mass in southern Syria’s Suweida province on July 12, the Catholic parish priest has been
released.
Disclosure of the 50-year-old priest’s release on Aug. 15 came from the Melkite Greek
Catholic Patriarch of Antioch, Gregory III Laham, who gave no further details.
According to the Rome-based Zenit News Agency, the identity of Fr. Boutros’ kidnappers
remains unknown, along with the fate of his driver. A rash of abductions occurred during
July in the Suweida region, which is under the control of the Syrian army, but plagued by
local brigands and a number of Islamist jihadi factions. Islamic State sources had not
claimed responsibility for Fr. Boutros’ kidnapping.
Still unconfirmed are the fates of Italian Jesuit Fr. Paolo Dall’Oglio and Syrian Catholic Fr.
Jacques Mourad, abducted July 2013 and May 2015, respectively. Nor has credible
evidence surfaced regarding Archbishop Boulos Yazigi and Youhanna Ibrahim of Aleppo,
kidnapped more than two years ago.
Released after 6 months
Just four days before Fr. Boutros’s release, Islamic State (IS) militants released 22
elderly Assyrian Christian hostages, all abducted nearly six months ago from their
villages along the Khabur River in northeastern Syria.
The captives, 14 of them women, were sent on a bus to a highway outside Hassaka city,
according to an announcement Aug. 11 by Afram Yacoub, chairman of the Assyrian
Federation of Sweden.
“Negotiations between Assyrian leaders and Sunni leaders who have pledged allegiance
to ISIL have been taking place, and following an agreement they were released. No
ransom was paid to ISIL through any negotiations,” Yakoub stressed.

“We believe they released them because of health issues and because they are old,”
Yakoub told the New York Times. Archimandrite Emanuel Youkhanna of the Assyrian
Church of the East agreed, confirming by telephone to World Watch Monitor that the
church’s bishopric in Hassaka city had not paid ransoms to the jihadists to secure the
elderly Christians’ release.
But the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights claimed that a ransom had been paid. The
dispute prompted speculation that funds might have gone to the tribal negotiators, rather
than to the Islamic State itself.
Another activist group, the Assyrian Observatory for Human Rights, credited the release
to “the tireless efforts and negotiations by the Assyrian Church of the East in the city of
Hassaka.”
According to the Assyrian International News Agency, to date 48 of the 253 Khabur
hostages initially captured in the IS attacks in February have now been released.
The location and condition of the remaining 205 Christians still believed to be held by IS
are not confirmed, although negotiations are ongoing.
Yacoub noted that the recently released prisoners had not been physically harmed. “ISIL
separated the men from the women and children, and crammed them all into very small
rooms. They were fed disgusting and inedible food,” he said. “During their captivity, ISIL
tried to convince them to convert to Islam.”
From Sweden, an Assyrian relative of three of the newly released hostages described the
difficult conditions they had suffered as “slaves of ISIS” during their captivity.
“They have not been able to take care of their hygiene and they are full of lice,” Sabah
Elijah told Lanstidningen newspaper, as reported by the Assyrian International News
Agency. “They have not received food every day either, but perhaps only every other
day. Those released will not disclose everything, because they have relatives who are still
in the hands of ISIS. They said they have gone through hell.”
“My relatives now live with an aunt,” she said. “But what happens next? What will they
live on? They had everything before ISIS came. Now they have nothing.”
Mass hostage-taking in Homs province
To the dismay of Syrian church leaders, during the first week of August Islamic State
militants took hostage at least 100 more Christian families, while capturing Qaryatan city
in western Syria’s Homs province.
Back in June, many Christians and other religious minorities had taken refuge in
Qaryatain and the nearby Christian villages of Hawwarin and Sadad, after IS made largescale military advances against towns and villages in northern Aleppo province.
So while IS extremists were routing the Syrian army out of Qaryatain, church sources
said an estimated 1,500 Assyrian Christian families managed to flee ahead of them into
nearby Christian villages and on toward Homs, 65 miles away.
Initial figures released by the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) on August 7
indicated that at least 230 people had been taken captive in Qaryatain, among them
dozens of Christians. Some had taken refuge in the city’s Mar Elian Monastery, where Fr.
Jacques Mourad had been abducted by masked gunmen in May.

According to a Syrian priest contacted by the New York Times, “some [of the captives]
had been taken away by the Islamic State, while others had been forced to remain in
their homes.”
Without explaining the source, The Guardian published a photograph on Aug. 7 of a
handwritten “wanted list,” purportedly naming some of the captured Christians tracked
down by IS as “suspects” in Qaryatain.
Syriac Orthodox Bishop Selwanos Boutros Alnemeh told Al-Alam News Network from
Homs that the IS fighters “accused the Christian families of backing the
regime.” Located between Damascus and ancient Palmyra, the world heritage site
captured by IS in May, Qaryatain is a key vantage point for the Islamic State’s eventual
attempts to take over Damascus. Today (Aug 19) came reports that the 82-year-old
archaeologist protecting Palmyra had been beheaded on Tuesday by ISIS.
In an interview with Vatican Radio, Chaldean Bishop of Aleppo Antoine Audo called the
Qaryatain kidnappings an IS strategy to show their power and military dominance and
“spread terror everywhere.” IS wants to destroy Syria’s Christian communities, Bp. Audo
said, so the militants were trying to “push the Christians to emigrate.”
Recent social media releases
In a development described as “strange” by cautious church officials, a recent Youtube
video and several photographs posted online have displayed Assyrian men and women
believed to be among the IS hostages captured from Hassaka’s Khabur villages in late
February.
Three pictures of individual women show them holding up a sign with their names written
in Arabic and the date listed below: July 27, 2015. Assyrian sources confirmed that the
two legible names, Susan Elias and Hannaa Assaf Youseef, are common names found in
the Assyrian community, but could not confirm the exact identity of the women. The
name of the third woman, who was pictured with three small chidren, was illegible.
A Youtube video which appeared online Aug. 14 features eight Assyrian men who begin
by saying, “I am Christian,” and then each recited in Arabic his name, date of birth and
home village. All were confirmed by Assyrian sources to be from Tel Jazira or Tel
Shamiram, where IS took some 160 hostages. The last of the eight men read a written
appeal: “We are here with our families, and we call on human rights organizations for
help.”
In contrast to previous IS propaganda releases, neither the men’s video nor the three
photographs were distributed by IS media channels. Nor did the releases include any
ransom demand.
“No ISIS fighter appears in the video, but the last man clearly says ‘we call on the
international community to secure our release.’ But he does not say anything about
ransom,” noted Assyrian Federation of Sweden spokesman Yakoub.
“The church is very cautious about these recently released photos and video,” Fr.
Youkhana from the Assyrian Church of the East told World Watch Monitor. “The men for
sure we know are from the Khabur villages. But this is very strange, coming this way
from ISIS.”
The Islamic State currently controls more than 50 percent of Syrian territory, with the
August capture of Qaryatain marking the jihadists’ largest advance since overtaking
Palmyra in May.

ISIS abducts dozens of Christians from Syrian town
The Assyrians, one of the oldest Christian populations in the Middle East, have
been repeatedly targeted by ISIS.
Reuters
(07.08.2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/isis-abductschristians_55c4a055e4b0d9b743dbba68?ir=World&section=world&ncid=newsltushpmg00
000003&kvcommref=mostpopular - Islamic State militants have captured dozens of
Christian families after seizing a strategically located town in the central Syrian province
of Homs, a monitor said on Friday.
The UK-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said at least 230 people were
kidnapped or detained, including dozens of Christians, some of whom were taken from a
church in Qaryatain, the town captured overnight after heavy fighting with the Syrian
army.
Rami Abdulrahman, the head of the Observatory, said the Christians were "either
kidnapped from checkpoints or raids or from churches."
Among those seized were 45 women and 19 children, including 11 families, some of
whom were on a militants' wanted list, said the monitor that tracks the war's violence
through an extensive network of sources on the ground.
There were also hundreds of residents, Muslims and Christians, whose families have lost
touch with them since the militants captured the area, according to Abdulrahman.
Qaryatain is near a road linking the ancient city of Palmyra to the Qalamoun mountains,
along the border with Lebanon.
The hardline militant group has been gaining ground in the desert areas east and south
of Homs after it took over the ancient Roman city of Palmyra last May.
The Syrian army has launched a large-scale counteroffensive to recapture the city, which
lies in a region where some of Syria's largest gas fields are located. But so far has made
no significance advances.
An army statement said its forces had targeted "terrorist outposts" in the area and killed
scores of militants but did not confirm the capture of the town by the militants.
An Assyrian Christian group said these abductions were the latest in a string of events
that targeted their community, one of the oldest Christian populations in the Middle East.
Two priests, Father Yacoub Murad and Monk Petros, who ran two monasteries in the
area, went missing last May from the town of Qaryatain, according to the Assyrian
Monitor for Human Rights, a Christian lobby group.
The group said at least 1,400 families had fled the town to safer areas or took shelter in
the government-controlled city of Homs.
Islamic State has killed members of religious minorities and Sunni Muslims who do not
swear allegiance to its self-declared "caliphate." They also consider Christians as infidels.
Last February, the hardline jihadists abducted at least 250 Assyrian Christians, many of
whom were children and women, during raids on villages in northeastern Syria. That
mass abduction coincided with an offensive in the same region by Kurdish forces backed
by U.S.-led air strikes.

The fate of many of these civilians is unclear, as is that of a number of other priests who
have gone missing and are believed to be held by the militants, according to Christian
groups.

Collateral damage? 63 churches hit in Syrian civil war
Government, opposition & Islamist forces accused of ‘war crimes’ in new report
WWM (20.05.2015) - Sixty-three churches have been damaged or destroyed so far
during four years of civil war in Syria, says the Syrian Network for Human Rights.
In a comprehensive 21-page report, first published in Arabic on 7 May and now in
English, the rights group, known for being anti-government, launches a withering attack
on Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's forces, claiming they were responsible for almost
two thirds of the attacks.
The SNHR blames opposition forces for 14 and Islamic extremist groups for seven (ISIS,
six; Al-Nusra Front, one). Two are unattributed; the remaining 40 are blamed on the
“ruthless” al-Assad regime.
The report, ‘Targeting Christian Places of Worship in Syria’, took five months to compile,
says the SNHR, which claims it verified each of its photos and videos that were provided
by locals or obtained from social media. However, the group acknowledges it “might not
have been able to document all incidents”.
Dr. Wael Aleji, spokesperson for SNHR, acknowledges in the report that war is often
indiscriminate – “Christians and their places of worship have suffered as much as the rest
of the Syrian people. Scud missiles, chemical weapons or barrel bombs do not
differentiate between Christians and non-Christians”.
However, both extremist groups and government and opposition forces are accused of
committing war crimes through “deliberate targeting” of churches, and not just “random”
attacks. All three are also accused of breaching international law by using churches as
military bases.
In a report weighted heavily against the government, it should be noted that, although
eye witnesses report one incident of government troops deliberately desecrating and
burning a church in Kasab, a source contacted by World Watch Monitor claimed the
responsibility lay with the al-Nusra Islamist group.
Meanwhile, it is only ISIS which is accused of hauling down crosses from the tops of
churches and breaking them. ISIS is also accused of burning four churches to the ground
and turning two others into bases. Both ISIS and the al-Nusra Front are accused of
ransacking churches and destroying religious icons.
“After the rise and expansion of terrorist groups … Christians have become trapped and
squeezed between the fire of [the] Assad government and the hell of the extremist
groups,” says Aleji.
Despite consistent criticism of the al-Assad regime, the SNHR admits that “most of the
targeted churches [by government forces] were located in opposition-controlled areas”.

The government’s reported “targeting” – sometimes “deliberate” – of churches also
appears to have followed a fairly regular pattern: 40 churches in total, up from 19 in the
previous SNHR report at the end of 2012.
The SNHR accuses each party of “random and sometimes deliberate” attacks. But it is
unclear whether destruction caused by shelling or mortars is an unintended consequence
of a brutal war, while the destroying of crosses and burning down of churches appears to
be more deliberate.
In conclusion, the SNHR calls for the UN to “take further actions to ensure the safety of
civilians” and “increase the pressure on countries supporting the government forces” –
and the Kurdish Democratic Union Party. It calls for the “Syrian issue” to be referred to
the International Criminal Court, and says that “all those who have committed crimes
against humanity should be held accountable”.
Finally, the SNHR asks for a “political solution” that would “bring peace and justice … and
save the lives of Syrian people and their heritage”.

Msgr. Zenari: prayers in Beirut and Damascus for
kidnapped bishops and priests. Fears for their fate
AsiaNews (20.04.2015) - http://www.asianews.it/news-en/Msgr.-Zenari:-prayers-inBeirut-and-Damascus-for-kidnapped-bishops-and-priests.-Fears-for-their-fate34020.html - Since the beginning of the Syrian conflict, jihadi militias and militant groups
have kidnapped several leading Christian religious leaders, most notably two bishops Metropolitan Boulos Yazigi (Orthodox Church of Antioch) and Metropolitan Mar Gregorios
Youhanna Ibrahim (Syrian Orthodox Church) - taken in April 2013.
In addition to them, there is Jesuit Father Paolo Dall'Oglio, an Italian-born priest
kidnapped in Syria on 29 July 2013, and two other priests, along with several lay
volunteers, including two Italian young women in their early twenties, released in midJanuary. Also last year, militants kidnapped a group of 13 nuns north of
Damascus,
released
a
few
months
later
in
a
prisoner
exchange.
Yesterday two ecumenical prayer meetings were held in Syria and Lebanon for the
release of kidnapped priests and bishops.
Addressing the faithful patriarch of the Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch Yohanna
Yazigi, brother of one of the two kidnapped bishops, expressed his hope that "they are
still alive", even though "the world remains silent" and "no one has provided tangible
evidence" of their fate. "We have tried to negotiate with anyone who could help us in this
matter - added the patriarch - but unfortunately there is total silence."
Speaking to AsiaNews, the apostolic nuncio in Syria confirms that the fate of the
hostages, "is unknown". Yesterday, he adds, "we prayed in Damascus" but "the more
time passes, the more a climate of distrust and fear increases among people".
Although the kidnappings took place over two years ago, the Vatican diplomat warns,
"who can say that the door is closed" and there is no more hope of their release. "But I
want to say – concludes Msgr. Zenari - that the bishops and Fr. Dall'Oglio are just the tip
of the iceberg, because there are currently at least 20 thousand people missing, people
of whom we know nothing. Right now we want to remember all of them. "

Since the beginning of the uprising against Syrian President Bashar al Assad in 2011,
more than 3.2 million people have fled the country whilst another 7.6 million have
become internally displaced.
At least 200,000 people have been killed in the fighting, many of them civilians. Last
year was the worse in terms of casualties.
In the spring of 2013, the Islamic State group emerged out of the cauldron of Syria's civil
war, in all its violence and brutality. From that point, it advanced rapidly, seizing large
swathes of Syrian and Iraqi territory. (DS)

The Genocide of Assyrians that started in Iraq continues
in Syria

AINA (27.02.2015) - On Tuesday, February 23 ISIS attacked 35 Assyrian villages on the
Khabur
river
in
the
Hassaka
province
in
northeast
Syria
(http://www.aina.org/news/20150223174904.htm). At least 9 Assyrians fighters were
killed defending their villages. Up to 373 Assyrians were captured. 3000 Assyrians fled
from their villages and are now in shelters in Hasaka and Qamishli.
None of the Assyrians want to return. This is what they have told their bishops.
Three weeks earlier, ISIS ordered Assyrians in the region of Hasaka to remove the
crosses from their churches and to pay jizya (Christian poll tax), warning residents that if

they failed to pay they would have to leave
http://www.aina.org/news/20150203164724.htm).

or

else

be

killed

(AINA:

The list of atrocities (http://www.aina.org/releases/20150226225711.html) against
Assyrians in Syria is very long; it includes murders, kidnappings and the destruction of
cultural resources, including churches and ancient Assyrian historical artifacts.
In Iraq it has been the same. With the first church bombing on June 24, 2004 there
began a relentless, low grade genocide (Report: http://www.aina.org/reports/ig.pdf)
which culminated in the displacement of 200,000 Assyrians from the Nineveh Plain by
ISIS (Report: http://www.aina.org/news/20140729115702.htm). Where the population
of Assyrians in Iraq was at 1.4 million in 2004, it has dwindled to 300,000 in 2015. Most
fled to Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey --and now these same refugees will be forced
to flee from Syria, along with the Assyrians of Syria.
ISIS has not only killed and displaced Assyrians in Syria and Iraq, it has destroyed the
Assyrian cultural heritage. It has destroyed 118 churches in Iraq (Report
http://www.aina.org/news/20080107163014.htm) and 6 in Syria. It has destroyed
Assyrian archaeological sites and historical artifacts in Iraq and Syria.
This is genocide -- there is no other word for it. This is the erasure of a nation from the
land which it has inhabited for 6764 years.
Article 2 of the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide lays down the meaning of genocide:
In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as
such:






Killing members of the group;
Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its
physical destruction in whole or in part;
Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

To this we can add the destruction of the cultural heritage of a nation, including the
destruction of secular and religious institutions and historical and archaeological artifacts.
All of these acts have been committed against Assyrians in Syria and Iraq in the last ten
years.
It is ironic that the ISIS attacks on Assyrians in Syria is occurring in 2015, the centennial
anniversary of the 1915 Turkish genocide of Assyrians, Greeks and Armenians, in which
750,000 Assyrians were killed (75%), 500,000 Pontic Greeks and 1.5 million Armenians.
This is not a coincidence. ISIS is pretty savvy and is historically informed. When ISIS
pushed into the Nineveh Plain in Iraq last year, forcing 200,000 Assyrians to flee their
homes, they began their invasion on August 7, which is the official Assyrian Martyrs Day,
a day on which each year Assyrians remember their fallen.
How should the civilized world react to this? When a group destroys a nation it destroys
the cultural heritage of the civilized world. When the Taliban destroyed the 2,500 yearold Buddhist statues in Afghanistan, the civilized world lost. When ISIS destroyed the

walls of Nineveh, the civilized world lost. When ISIS killed Yazidis, the civilized world lost.
When ISIS killed Shiites the civilized world lost. When ISIS killed Assyrians the civilized
world lost.
And now ISIS is destroying the very foundations of world civilization. It is in
Mesopotamia where civilization as we know it began. Destroying Assyrian artifacts is
ISIS's message to the world, that it aims to eradicate the very basis of its civilization
because it is not Islamic.
There is no moral ambiguity in what is occurring -- ISIS is evil and the source of this evil
is Islam.
The civilized world must find the courage to accept the force of its moral superiority and
act on it. If it does not, the world will fall into shadow.
There is a dark veil falling on the world and it is Islam as embodied by ISIS. Who has the
courage to lift this veil?

72 Assyrian Christian families captured, 50 besieged by
IS after Syria attack
WWM (25.02.2015) - Sources from Syria’s embattled Hassaka province confirmed at
midnight on Tuesday, Feb. 24, that at least 72 Assyrian Christian families - thought to be
around 200 people - from three villages have been captured by the self-proclaimed
Islamic State. Reportedly taken to the Arab Sunni village of Um Al-Masamier, the
exact number of Christian hostages from the Tel Gouran, Tel Jazira and Tel Hormizd
villages remains unknown.
An additional 50 or more families are still under siege in Tel Shamiram village,
surrounded by IS fighters. Although on Monday Kurdish fighters from Syria’s Democratic
Union Party (PYD) took back control of Toma Yelda, an important hill on the battlefront,
the military struggle for Tel Shamiram is continuing.
According to Archbishop Mar Aprem Nathniel, the Bishop of Syria of the Assyrian Church
of the East residing in Hassaka, only 200 Christian families remain in the Khabour region,
more than 100 in Tel Tamar and the others in villages not yet taken over by IS.
He estimates 1,000 families who have fled from Khabour are now displaced in the cities
of Hassaka to the south and Qamishli close to the Turkish border.
Calls from abroad to the mobile phones of some Assyrian villagers on Feb. 23 were
answered by IS members, according to a posting on the Facebook page of A Demand for
Action, an advocacy group for religious minorities in the Middle East. “They told us that
we should not call any longer since we cannot do anything about their situation,” said
George Kasten, a Swedish caller trying to reach his relatives.
“IS members have been very clear with their demands,” he said. “They want the Syrian
Kurdish militias to release the IS hostages they are currently holding. IS members say
that if they do not release the hostages, all men from the village will die.”
IS has struck apparent exchange swaps in Iraq in the past year to release Turkish
diplomats and truck drivers, after holding them hostage for months. But the gruesome

propaganda video released from Libya earlier this month, showing the beheading of 21
Egyptian Christians, has underlined once again the jihadist group’s clearcut anti-Christian
agenda. On Monday, during the attack, a regional Kurdish news agency Rudaw reported
that intercepted radio signals by IS referred to the capture of ‘56 Crusaders’.

EP Intergroup calls on the European Union to focus on
protecting religious or belief minorities in the MENA
region
Intergroup on FoRB &RT (25.02.2015) http://www.religiousfreedom.eu/our-work/pressreleases/ - The European Parliament Intergroup on FoRB and RT (Intergroup on FoRB
&RT) condemns the attack on Christian villages and the abduction of Syrian Christians in
Syria. Activists have claimed that ISIS has massacred a number of Christians, burned
dozens of houses, torched churches and abducted men, women and children in a series
of dawn raids in Northeast Syria. The attack on the Christian villages in Syria follows the
murder of 21 Copts in Libya by ISIS last week.
Attacks against religious or belief minorities in the region have been rising over the past
few years. They are regularly targeted and their villages have been destroyed by
extremists, forcing many religious or belief minorities to leave the region. In particular
the Intergroup is extremely worried about the numerous attacks on Christian
communities whose presence in the region goes back centuries. Peter van Dalen CoPresident of the Intergroup said: ‘The latest attack by ISIS is another example of the
desperate situation religious or belief minorities, in particular Christians, face in the
region. It is a sad day when people are being attacked because of their religion or belief.’
The Intergroup calls on the EU to increase political pressure in order to protect religious
or belief minorities in the region. High/Representative Mogherini should call for an
international investigation into the crimes committed by ISIS against minorities in the
region. The High Representative/Vice President should also raise the subject of religious
or belief minorities with international partners. Intergroup Co-President Dennis De Jong
said ‘This attack underscores the need for the EU and its international partners to
prioritise the safety and wellbeing of minorities in the region.'

At least 90 abducted from Christian villages
CSW (24.02.2015) - The Islamist jihadi group Daesh (Islamic State) has kidnapped at
least 90 people from mainly Assyrian Christian villages in north east Syria.
According to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR), the kidnappings took
place on 24 February, following dawn raids on Assyrian villages in areas held by Kurdish
forces in al-Hasakah Province. The villages, mainly populated by the ancient Christian
Minority, are near the Assyrian town of Tel Hmar. The nearby city of Hasakah is divided
between Kurdish and Daesh forces.
On 22 February, fighters from the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) claimed that
they had driven Daesh out of 22 villages, including several Assyrian ones situated
between Hasakah City and Syria’s border with Turkey. YPG forces also seized 19 villages

during an offensive in Raqqa Province, which is next to Hassakeh. Daesh fighters
countered by advancing into the Assyrian villages in an effort to regain control.
As well as abducting local Christians, the jihadi militants are also reported to have
executed two people in the village of Ghibsh near Tal Tamer for “dealing with Kurds.”
While there are currently no details on those who have been kidnapped, Christians living
in these areas had previously received an ultimatum to convert, pay a religious levy
(Jizya) or face death, causing many to flee their ancestral lands.
Last week, Daesh fighters released a video reportedly showing the mass beheadings of
21 mostly Egyptian Christians on a beach outside the Libyan capital, Tripoli, which
sparked an international outcry and led to airstrikes by Egyptian forces on weapons
caches and training camps in the coastal cities of Derna and Sirte.
CSW’s Chief Executive Mervyn Thomas said: “This kidnapping is the latest appalling
assault on these ancient Assyrian villages. Daesh was already inflicting terror and
suffering in the region through systematic use of religious taxation, destroying Churches
and capturing and killing anyone who does not share their beliefs. Syria is the cradle of
world Christianity, which far from being a Western or alien religion, was birthed and is
rooted in the Middle East. It is both tragic and an irony that members of this ancient,
indigenous community continue to suffer at the hands of a mercenary army. Our
prayers are with the family and friends of those who have been abducted and we would
point the international community to this latest act of aggression as evidence of the need
to provide protection for Syria’s Christians against an onslaught that seeks to erase the
country’s diverse heritage.”

Syrian Kurdish militia arrests Assyrians, including a
priest
AINA (21.02.2015) -- Nearly 400 Asayish (Kurdish security) members of the Kurdish
Democratic Union Party in Syria surrounded the Malikiyya neighborhood yesterday and
arrested 10 Assyrians and Christians, including an Assyrian a priest, members of the
Malikiyya Social Commission, a Christian group, and Assyrian members of the armed
protection units of Malikiyya, in Hasaka.
The following individuals were arrested:











Rev. Gabriel David, the Syriac Orthodox Patriarch's delegate
Akhiqar Rashid, executive officer of the Mother Syria Assembly
George Malkoun
Farouk Hanna
Aphram Danho
Bassel Abel Ahad
Sargon Al-Khoury, an official of the Malikiyya Protection Bureau belonging to the
Assyrian Protection Units
Abdel Ahad Adam (engineer)
Alaa Abdel Ahad
George Shammas

According to witnesses, those arrested were charged with trespassing into a "Kurdish
area."

All were detained for 4 hours and then released, except for Alaa Abdel Ahad and George
Shammas, who remain in custody. Rev. Gabriel refused to leave before the others were
released as well.
The Democratic Union Party (Syrian PKK) announced in late 2013, the establishment of
"Kurdish autonomy" in areas of northeast Syria, including Afrin and Ain Arab in the
province of Aleppo, as well as the city of Qamishli in Hasaka province, which borders
Turkey and Iraq.

Double-layered veils and despair … women describe life
under Isis
The Guardian (17.01.2015) http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/17/isis-orderswomen-iraq-syria-veils-gloves - Women living under Islamic State’s control in Iraq and
Syria are facing increasingly harsh restrictions on movement and dress, which are
rigorously enforced by religious police and are leading to resentment and despair among
moderate Muslims.
Residents of Mosul, Raqqa and Deir el-Zour have told the Guardian in interviews
conducted by phone and Skype that women are forced to be accompanied by a male
guardian, known as a mahram, at all times, and are compelled to wear double-layered
veils, loose abayas and gloves.
Their testimonies follow the publication this month of an Isis “manifesto” to clarify the
“realities of life and the hallowed existence of women in the Islamic State”. It said that
girls could be married from the age of nine, and that women should only leave the house
in exceptional circumstances and should remain “hidden and veiled”.
Sama Maher, 20, a resident of Raqqa who has been detained several times by Isis
religious police, known as Hisbah, for violating Isis rules, said: “It is prohibited for a
woman in Raqqa or Deir el-Zour to move anywhere outside without a mahram, a male
guardian. It is a big problem as I do not have any, we are only five sisters.”
Isis has closed universities in areas under its control, she added. “I had to quit my
university studies in Aleppo because I’m not allowed to cross the checkpoints without a
mahram and leave the city by myself like before.”
Male guardians are subject to punishment if women are not complying with the
prescribed dress code. In Mosul, Isis published a charter within weeks of taking taking
control of the city, restricting women’s movements and imposing dress requirements.
Women were instructed to wear a Saudi-style black veil of two layers to conceal their
eyes and a loose robe designed by Isis after it said some abayas revealed body outlines.
Many women initially objected to the Isis order but complied when they realised they
could be beaten, humiliated and fined, and their husbands might be punished. Men are
now forcing their wives and daughters to stay at home to avoid confrontations with
Hisbah, which issues orders via the internet or by posting written statements at shops
warning against violations of Islamic rules in the city.
“They forced women of all ages to wear a veil, even though the majority of the women in
Mosul wear a hijab,” paediatrician Maha Saleh, 36, said. “The Hisbah would hit a woman
on her head with a stick if she was not wearing a veil.

“At the beginning, some female doctors refused to wear veils and went on a strike by
staying at home. Hisbah took ambulances and went to their houses and brought them by
force to the hospital. One of my colleagues was alone in her clinic in the hospital and
thought it was all right to strip off her veil. All of a sudden, two Hisbah broke in her room
and reproached her for not wearing the veil and warned her not to do that again.”
In Raqqa, the Isis “capital” in Syria, women were initially ordered to wear a black abaya
covering the entire body. Soon after, a command to wear a veil was issued, then a third
ordered a shield on top of the abaya. Women are also instructed to wear only black,
including gloves and shoes. Isis subsequently ordered women to hide their eyes,
requiring a a double-layered veil.
I was shocked to see that women in labour were denied access to the hospital unless
they put veils on
Mosul resident Sabah Nadiem said: “I went once with my wife to one of the old souqs to
do some shopping, and after a short while I lost her among the crowd. The problem was
that all the women were wearing veils and it was hard to know who was my wife. I was
utterly scared to make a mistake and go for the wrong woman. It would be a disaster to
fall into Hisbah hands. I could not even use my mobile as the network was down.”
Nadiem said he called out his wife’s name loudly in the souq until she heard him and they
were reunited.
Hisbah patrols tour Isis-controlled cities to ensure that women and men are behaving in
accordance with Islamic rules. If they spot a woman in the street not wearing a shield or
gloves, sometimes they offer her “Islamic dress” with a pair of gloves and advise her not
to go out again without them, or they take her to Hisbah headquarters and keep her
there until her mahram arrives. The mahram may be fined or could be subjected to
lashes.
Children are not exempt from strict dress codes. When schools opened in Mosul last
October, Samar Hadi, a mother of five, sent her two daughters – Hala, six, and Tiba,
seven, – to school without a hijab, as she had the year before.
“After two days, the headmistress told them that they all have to wear the hijab when
they come to school. So I made them wear the hijab. Then an Isis order came to
stipulate that only girls in 4th, 5th and 6th class in primary school have to wear hijab,
not 1st and 2nd classes.”
In Deir el-Zour in Syria, the rules for female pupils and students appear to be stricter.
“Little girls in primary schools have to wear an abaya until the 4th class, when they have
to wear a veil too,” said Sali Issam, 15, a secondary school student. “Though all the
teachers in girls’ schools are female, neither students nor teachers are allowed to lift the
veil of their faces inside the classroom.”
Many families stopped sending their children to school after recent air strikes by the
Syrian regime army, she added. “Families are scared of Hisbah and Assad’s warplanes.”
Women in labour in maternity hospitals in Mosul are forced to comply with dress codes.
“When I was in labour, I went to the hospital wearing a veil though it was too hot. Isis
Hisbah were at the front door of the hospital. I saw some women in labour who seemed
to be in a panic and did not have time to wear a veil. I was shocked to see that they
were denied access to the hospital unless they put veils on their faces,” said Salah.
Women over the age of 45 are exempted from the order to wear the veil, but often find
themselves in difficulty. On a routine trip to Mosul University where she teaches, Saleh

shared a taxi with an older woman who was not wearing a veil. “The taxi driver turned to
the woman and said: ‘Why are not you wearing a veil?’ She told him that Isis said the
veil was imposed on women who are less than 45. The driver answered: ‘I’m afraid if I
have you in my car, Isis Hisbah will stop me at a checkpoint and fine me.’”
Buses are also stopped for passengers to be checked. If a woman is found without
required dress or mahram, all passengers are forced to disembark and the bus is refused
permission to proceed. “If Hisbah spot a woman without a mahram in a bus, the whole
bus is evacuated and sent back because the driver accepted her,” said Maher.
In Mosul, single women are not allowed to be the last passenger on a bus, alone with the
driver. Women are forced to get off buses before their destination if there are no other
passengers present. Bassma Adel, 35, who works in a bank, had to get off a bus to avoid
being alone with the driver even though she was not near her home.
I was fined $1,500 and got 10 lashes on the bottom of my feet
“I had to walk to my house though the distance was long in inclement weather. One of
my male colleagues passed by his car and offered to give me a lift. We drove for a short
distance before we were spotted by Hisbah. They asked us for a document that proves
my colleague was a mahram to me. When we failed to do that, they reproached us for
being together in the car and humiliated us and ordered me to step down.”
Hospitals in Raqqa are almost empty of female doctors, according to residents. The few
female nurses are forbidden from lifting their veils or wearing anything but Islamic dress.
All woman visiting doctors must be accompanied by a mahram, who has to wait outside
the clinic. If Hisbah discovers a man inside a clinic, he will be arrested. A woman is
permitted to be checked by a male doctor but is not allowed to lift her veil during
examination.
Recently Isis ordered all female hairdressers to be shut down in Mosul. Samah Nasir, 43,
had her own hairdressing shop for more than nine years – the only source of income for
her three children as her husband is ill and unable to work. “I decided to reopen my shop
despite the Isis embargo because I had nothing to feed my children and pay for my
husband’s medications.”
Shortly after, Hisbah broke in her house and took her and her husband to a sharia court.
“The judge ruled that I should pay $1,500 [£977] as a fine and get 10 lashes on the
bottom of my feet in one of the rooms in the sharia court. I have not been in such a
situation all my life.” Now Nasir rarely leaves her house.
All names have been changed.

IS publishes Women's Manifesto
RFE/RL
’05.02.2015)
http://www.rferl.org/content/islamic-state-womensmanifesto/26832051.html - A manifesto for women published by the Islamic State (IS)
group has criticized Western attitudes to women, saying that this so-called "Western
model" has failed, that a woman's place is in the home, and that Western women's
fashions, like earrings, are the work of the devil.
The manifesto, titled Women of the Islamic State, was shared on the Internet on
January 23 by the IS group's all-women unit, the Al-Khanssa Brigade. An English version

of the manifesto was shared on February 5 by the Britain-based anti-extremism think
tank the Quilliam Foundation. It focuses on women's daily lives and the role of women in
an Islamic society and in the "caliphate" (the name given by the IS group to the areas
under its control).
The overarching message of the manifesto is that women should be "sedentary" while
men are characterized by "movement and flux."
Women of the Islamic State does not beat around the bush, but states unequivocally that
a woman's "fundamental function" is "in the house with her husband and children."
According to the manifesto, the Western idea that women should be "liberated" from the
home has been a failure. This model, which is "preferred by infidels in the West" is a
falsehood, according to the IS group, because the Islamic "Prophetic tradition" says that
women should not leave the home even for prayer.
"Verily God has ordained this sedentary existence for women, and it cannot be better in
any way," the manifesto insists.
The manifesto offers some explanations as to why it is very difficult for women to work
outside the home.
"They have 'monthly complications' and pregnancies and so on," the manifesto explains,
adding that women also have "responsibilities to their husbands, sons and religion."
Women, Know Your Limits!
Women of the Islamic State also -- unsurprisingly -- criticizes what it says is the Western
idea that women should obtain "worldly knowledge" with the aim of trying to "prove that
her intelligence is greater than a man's."
However, the manifesto does not say that women should be illiterate, but that God
intended them to learn to "read and write about their religion and fiqh [Islamic
jurisprudence]."
Studying for university degrees in such useless disciplines as science and other "Western"
inventions is clearly a step too far for women, according to the Islamic State treatise,
which is scathing about women who "flit here and there to get degrees and so on" and
who "study the brain cells of crows, grains of sand, and the arteries of fish!"
Earrings and hair "shaved in some places and not others" are the Devil's work
The Islamic State's manifesto on women also covers the important issue of women's
fashion which, unsurprisingly, it condemns as the work of "Iblis" or the devil.
The manifesto conflates jewelry such as earrings with plastic surgery, claiming that the
devil encourages vulnerable women to "spend huge amounts of money to change God's
creation" including via surgery to alter "the nose, ear, chin and nails."
The devil, according to the manifesto, preys on women in "fashion shops and beauty
salons," encouraging them to have "things dangling from ears" and "hair shaved in some
places and not others."
Unseen and Unheard

The IS women's manifesto insists that women should not leave the home except in
"exceptional circumstances" but says that women can wage jihad in cases where an
enemy is attacking her country and there are not enough men to fight.
Women are also allowed to work as doctors or teachers, but only if they observe strict
Shari'a Law.
Although women are permitted to go outside in these extreme cases, the manifesto
reiterates that, under normal circumstances, women should be unseen and unheard.
"It is always preferable for a woman to remain hidden and veiled, to maintain society
from behind this veil," the manifesto says.
It is "legitimate" for girls to be married at the age of nine, the manifesto adds, noting
that their husbands should "not be more than twenty years old."
Even if they fail to attract a husband at nine, the manifesto points out that "most pure
girls will be married by sixteen or seventeen."
The manifesto ends by detailing some of the horrors that women are forced to endure in
Saudi Arabia, where "women are able to work alongside men in shops like banks, where
they are not separated by even a thin sheet of paper."
Saudi women are also "allowed to appear in ID photographs," while in Jeddah in Saudi
Arabia, "males and females are able to mingle in the hallways as if they were in an infidel
country in Europe."
HRWF Footnote: The text of the Manifesto in English and analysis can be accessed at
http://www.quilliamfoundation.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/publications/free/women-ofthe-islamic-state3.pdf

